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OUR MISSION 
Superior Energy Concepts LLC is a small business 

enterprise that install, repair, maintain and 
troubleshoot solar renewable energy solutions, as 

well as emergency generator systems. We offer 
reliable, cost-effective energy solutions for optimized 
electricity generation, transmission, and utilization. 

Company Overview 
At Superior Energy Concepts LLC, we specialize in 
providing safe, reliable, and cost-effective energy 
solutions. With over 12 years of experience, our 
knowledgeable team can contribute to any electric 
power or renewable energy project. Our commitment to 
delivering optimized electricity generation drives us to 
offer a range of services that ensure our customers have 
access to the most efficient energy distribution 
solutions. We believe in making electricity affordable 
and strive to make our communities more resilient and 
prepared for future changes in the energy industry. Our 
team of professionals are passionate about the impact 
of electric power distribution and renewable energy on 
the future of our country. Whether you are a small or 
large operation, we have the perfect solution to 
meet your needs and help you overcome 
infrastructure and development challenges. 

Small Business Company Data 

✓ CAGE Code: 9FG85

✓ UEI Number: G953HE9HEGL5

✓ SAM Registration: Active

✓ Service Area: Nationwide

✓ Disaster Response Registry

✓ Accepts Gov’t P-Cards

NAICS Codes 
221122 | 221118 | 221121 | 221114 

PSC Codes 
Z2MG | Z1MG | S112 

Experience 
With extensive expertise in green technology, we bring 
added value to our clients through our vast experience. 
In 2010, we obtained certification in solar installation, 
repair, maintenance, and troubleshooting. Our 
electrical and renewable energy solutions have played 
a crucial role in the successful completion of various 
renewable energy projects alongside Solar Concepts 
LLC, until its acquisition by an equity firm in 2020. 
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